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`PREFACE 1t	 s{	
lid1
:.	 5^^^.X
This 'final report. is submitted to the National Aeronautics and Space
l.'l
	
+
fi^
Administration, George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama as
authorized by Contract NAS8 - 31669.	 It documents the work performed by
s	 l
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) during the period ^	 ""'k
November 1975 through June 1977, for the con race entitled Design., ,,
{
,,..
Fabrication, Installation Support and Checkout Support. of Load Control
^;
Systems for Shuttle external ,Tank Major Ground Tests, and SRB Load .;
^, ^,
Control.. System Design.
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p	 _	 INTRODUCTION
	 - -
	
^.Y^	 _
__
This is the final report. on MDAC Contract NAS8-31669, entitled: DESIGN.,....
FA6RICATION, INSTALLATION SUPPORT AND CHECKOUfi .SUPPORT OF LOAD CONTROL
SYSTEMS FOR SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK tiAJOR GROUND TESTS AND.. SRa LOAD CONTROL
SYSTEM DESIGN. This program consists of the design, fabrication, installa-
ti on, checkout and field service for an automatic 'load =control system for.
	
' y
	
oad testing of the Space Shuttle External-.Tank - Intertank
	
^"	 structures static 1
	
.°^	
Section, LOX Tank Section and:. the External LN 2 Section. The SRB load control
system design was deleted by Change Order No 2.
k
	^.:	 Thee Toad. control systemfor the external tank consists: : of acomputer, with
	
` !?	 electronic hardware,: servo controllers and an uninterruptible power source
for :controlling up to 58 load nines. ...The system design .: .and hardware provides
hydraulic system components for eighty (80) load cylinders, one-hundred (100)
'solenoid operated hydraulic dump valves, and sixteen (16) hydraulic pressure
'	 distribution/pressure regulation panels. In addition, one man year of field
service is provided-at the Marshall Space Flight Center to'install ' and check-
out the load control system and train personnel in its . operation and
maintenance.
The Joad control system meets all of the requirements f_o_r controlling the
Space Shuttle External Tank tests as defined in Contract NAS8 -31669. -The
	
'	 system is currently _located in Quilding 4619 at MSFC in'a test readiness
'	 status for the' : upcoming Intertanktests Ghat are to begin in -late ..July :1977.
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1.0	 GENERAL
t^ An award contract was made by the George C. Marshall. Space Flight Center
(MSFC) to the McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company (MDAC) on November 14,
I '^° 1975-to design, fabricate and-checkout a load control
	
ystem (LCS).far ;?^;
^^
; i,
^^ Space Shuttle External Tank structural tests.	 The contract period of '^
'^	 :^^' performance initially covered eighteen (18) months; however,. at MDAC request
^.	 ^ a forty-five (45) day extension was. approved in order to complete the;^
^^ calibration, testing, and delivery of hydraulic valve components. .:.
;RC-
-
''
'^	 ^ ^
A schedule of major tasks is shown in Figure 1.0-1.- The system was completed
,^	 ^^ in October 1976, at which time MSFC personnel received training at MDAC -
facilities using the equipment in a test mode.
	 Shipment of the system to
'^ -P1SFC was completed on November 23, 1976 without the hydraulic servo valves.
',^x =
^^ These.-valves were subsequently shipped over afour-month period starting in
r; February 1977.	 Interim checkout at MSFC was accomplished using servo
^^ valves of the. same-type loaned to MSFC from MDAC.. '^
:.
'^` ^ Load control system performance checkout on the-load fixture for five
i channels`(NAS8-31b69 -paragraph 15 of Exhibit A, SCOPE OF 4JORK) was
F,
}^ successfully completed by February 17, 1977.	 The subsequent qualification
testing of the system. per MSFC Hydraulic/Load Control Procedure SST-G-FAP-
006, dated February 3, 1977 was successfully completed on April 8, 1977.
i 2.0	 SYSTEM DESIGN DESCRIPTION
1:;
^"^ The load control system developed by MDAC for the MSFC Shuttle External Tank ^'	 ^
^`
'=
structural tests consists of two subsystem. modules:
	 1) the load
programming/display module, and 2) the load control module along with the
.^ foll owi n	 h draulic sys tem com onenis •	(	 pg	 y	 p	 (a) servo valves,	 b) ;dum	 valves, ^'
}ffi^ (c} hydraulic system pressure reducing sta ions, and (d)'servo valve
manifold blocks...	 One. load programming/display'subsystem module can'suppart ;^^'
^`
multiple load control subsystem modules.
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Figure 1.0-1	 Program Summary Schedule
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` The system hardware. delivered to MSFC consists of one ( 1)	 oad programming/
;_^" display subsystem, three (3) load control subsystems, eighty ( 80) servo
valves, one-hundred (100) dump valves, sixteen (16) pressure reducing stations,
-^ eighty. ( 80) ser^:o valve manifold bloc:^s, and two ( 2) actuator postioners.
,.
-•.
^^
,.
„^ The delivered hardware presently can control fi fty-eight (58) load actuators
'	 ^,;
'^^, and is configured to control seventy-five (75) load actuators with the.
,^}
addition of servo controllers only. 	 A phatograph of the load control system
:^„
for Shuttle'External Tank tests	 s presented in Figure 2.0-1.
,._t^	 _
,^	 ;
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Load Programming/Display. Subsystem
^ w
T° The load. programming/display subsystem..:provdes:	 1) the media for inputting i
and storing the load programming scenario for each of the load actuators,
^^' 2) the communications paths ..for all inputs and outputs to the load control
^^ computer, 3) interfaces with the user to operate the system,.. 4) outputs of 1;
^^^ message and load information on numeric displays and printing devices, 5)
^^^ control of the load system functions, and 6) correlation. of loads. data with E!
x . test time-of-day. 	 A phe^^^^^raph of this subsystem is presented in Figure
,.
,l^
^^
2,1-1,
;,
;^^` 2.1..1	 Load Program Input and Storage
am
The load programming/display subsystem is formed around a Digital Equipment
-a
Corporation ^1ode1 PDP-i1 minicomputer wherein the 'loads are programmed to
`	 ^ digital to analog converters (DAC).	 The DAC 's in turn <output analog voltage
t '^ commands - to the corresponding servo controllers that drive the hydraulic
^' actuator servo valves.
t*"
a
;.
'^^+
The load command scenario is entered into the computer via a keyboard or
magnetic tape cassette and scored on a mass storage removable disk pack ''
0	
^^ device.	 The scenario, in general,. describes the load segment end points,
includes load channel calibration data and provides the. load control
^	 ^,
i^^ computer_ with various operators that are used to:
	 1)control loading :and
unloading rates, 2) define load system actions when error co^^^^iitions are
detected, 3) define emergency . safe test backout information for each load
t -	 ^
segment,; and 4) indicate the 1oadpoints that require,hardcopy printout.
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The load program scenario can be modified before and during test. 	 These . ^
,., modificationsto the loads scenari o are. permitted prior to test following
i^a the creation of a ` test fire and during test at any hold point (end of a
`
;,
load segment end point).
__
t
^ 2.1.2
	 Input and Output Communications 	 - '
^The load programming/display subsystem communicates with all other devices,
' and equipment through a common paralleldata bus.	 .Each device connects. to
^ this bus in a "-daisy chain"'manner thrdu^h an appropriate interface	 ^	 -^ ^'
k= compatible with the load control computer. 	 Each device is managed on this
^ bus through a priority interrupt structure established within the computer
' operating system (RSX-11M).
__	
___ i
,.,
Binary inputs and outputs that: 	 1) light the five channel. di splay .unit .and 1
,.
the control panel functions, and 2) monitor the error detection functions
of the servo control ers, the control panel, five channel display unit, and
A-D.and D-A converter-operator functions	 are provided by Digita'1 Control
,,
_ Memory: (DCM) for outputs and Status. Monitors (SM) for inputs. ; These devices ^!
^ are modularized as centra	 and remote units. 	 The central units, located in	 -^ `^'
f :'-
the load programming/display subsystem, communicate with the ..computer via 	 °^^
t the common pus and communicate with the remote units through independent
wire cablAs.
^`^
2.1.3	 Operator Interfaces-
(
?
^'
^.
The user interfaces to the load_programming/display subsystem through the
following devices:. F
Y , °Computer front panel switches for computer start up
^	 ^
r
°Keyboard/Printer for data entry and message output
r
^^
°Line printer for loads data output Y^
E.	 ^ ° Control_panelfor test command entries
^I^ °Engineering unit display panel for continuous monitoring of any ^^.
^.	 ^, selectable five loading channels
^ ^
^;
^s
;'
-7
,.:^
r^^
r
,, :,	 ,
- ---
^.
1__
i.
i . A conversational English language dialog has. been developed. to aid the. user
^. ^
'
in communicating with the load control computer when using the keyboard/
': printer with the 1 oad control applicati ons. programs.	 ;
r
^ 2.1.4	 Displays	 Printing Devicesand
. Visual displays are. incorporated into the load programming/display ;subsystem
	 ^^
# to provide the user with the capabili ty to monitor continuously any
'^' selectable-five loadng,channe sand the corresponding end segment target
loads. .These displays `present the loads data in engineering unit form. 	 ':
^^
..
Data. used b	 the computer to	 :`y	 display loads originates as an analog signal 	 a
'i	
- from the load cell attached to the. load actuator: and the load. reaction
structure.	 This analog output, conditioned in the servo controller and
3.
digitized by :the multiplexer/analogdigitalconverter of theloadcontrol
'>	 t. module, is transmitted to the computer-over the bus..
__
_	
,
-An additional capability built into the display panel permits the user_to
_ ,^^ select any display to view the. current loading segmen =t number in execution
and the next l oadi ng `segment-number' to be executed.
E
There are`two printing devices used-in the 	 oad programming/display subsystem.
One printing device is integral with the keyboard and is used to print the
^-
phi information input by the user_and also to output all ofthe messages that
,;*t originate from. the load control programs or computer operating system. -`The
' second printing device is used exclusively to print the Toads data., 	 Copse-
-; quently, the two printers in combination provide two continuous, uninterrupted
logs ^f:	 1) the message inputs and outputs emanating from one device, and
-i 2) the printed loads data from the other.
r
2.1.:5:
	
System Control	
_
,Theiload programming/display subsystem provides the timely cantrol and
operation of the loadingfuncti-ons through software developed for the load
control system computer. - This - software operates from the load program
scenario input by the user.
;; 8	
-	 ^
_	
_.
a	 _^	 ____. ^.
(^^,	 .^	
^.
I 	
/._.
	
^,	
•	 ^ ,^
The softwaro is supplemented with a manual control .panel ^nterfacfing to
the computer to prawide the operator with the functions to start and stop
	
` ^	 the load command outputs, and calibrate the ystem. .The panel also includes
	
^: .^,	 switches to initiate emergency safe actions (i.e.,-Ramp -ToRLoad, RampwToT
!	
^	
,,
	^,^	 Zero, Load Dump), and provides monitors and alarms of control conditions 	 °'i;.:
^	 ^,	 ^hYdraulic of-1 pressure. low, oil temperature high, slow down, .inner error).	 =
f	 3.^G	
;
Under normal operations the load programming /display ubsystem conducts the
	
^i	
utomatically between load segment end points with onlycontrol functions a
^,	 ""`	 an action required by the operator at the control panel to initiate. . the	 •:
	
^`	 start. However, the functions on the control panel provide the manual
"override" in the event operator intervention is_desired.
I^
	
^,	 2.1.6 Loads Correlation
	r	 The .test universal master time, originating from an IRIG-B time. code	 -
^	 ;,
generator, is input to the loadprogramming/display subsystem :and output
	
^^	 with all messages and loads data appearing on the message _ .and leads printers.	 =
	
'.^	 A time code translator with a visual display is incorporated into the system
^(	 for operator use.
	
,.
,`
	
^	 2.2 Load'Control Subsystem
The load control subsystem modules provide closed loop control with the
^	 ^	 servo valves and, ^n add^t^on, house-the following equipment: 1) the
	
-	 digital to analog conversion systems which transform the digital load control
command to an analog signal, 2) the analog to_digital _
 conversion systems
which convert the analog load cell feedback signals to a digital form for
^	 processing by the digital computer, and 3) the servo controllers 'which
` ^	 operate ' the 'hydraulic ' servo valves.
	
i	 Each of-the three`1oad. control subsystem modules furnished 'in the NASA MSFC
'^
	
	
system is wired to accommodate twenty-five (25) servo controllers and
twenty-five (25) road cell feedback channels. A photograph of a load-
^^
control subsystem nrodule is presented in Figure 2.1.2-1.
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2.2. .1	 Analog to__Digital Conversion
^^
The electrical analog signals generated from the load cell transducers are ;•
^'^ ^ ^
_	
__
multiplexed and 'converted to digital form 'by the analog to digital
''";, conversion system (ADC).	 The ADC, housed in the same chassis as the DAC's, 1	 . try
'^^ shares-the common bus interface to the computer with the digital to analog
>^
^
^ L.	
.
^F converters.
	
The; digitized load cell data are utilized by the. computer to
test^ compare against acceptable tolerance values established for the 	 as
'; we11 as display and print 'load values in engineering':-unit-form for opera or
;^	 ,
;"
^^^ and analyst interpretation.
'.^...
'°
,h
2.2.2.	 Digital to Analog Conversion ^^
,;
The load control digital command signals generated in tEae computer of the
load programmngJdisplay subsystem are transmitted over the-common bus to
^^
addressable digital to analog converters (DAC).
	
The converters .transform
;^ the digital command into. analog electrical signals sca ed to the acceptable
range of the servo controllers. 	 The output of each DAC is hardwired`to the-
^
respective servo controller command input terminal.
'^
a
^^	
7
2.2.3	 Servo Controllers ^^
^'	
t^ As many as twenty-five (25) servo contro]lers can be installed in each of the
,-
^^	 Rr^ oad control subsystems. 	 Each servo controller is independently hardwired ':
^ to	 1)-the servo valve for command control, 2) the load cell for load .T
^^	 ^ signal feedback, 3) the.. digital to ana og conversion system for command .^
^'	 ,
^^
^
^ control input and update, and 4) the :analog to dgital_`conversionsystem
;
`^ for load cell feedback input to the computer.. ^	 '
', .The servo cantrol'lers (.DATUM Model 2116) provide the closed loop electrical
,
',.
,:
'! control of the hydraulic actuator servo valves.	 All adjustments and setup
,
^^ of the servo controller with-the servo valve are performed manually, using... *=
^
^;
the adjustments, switches and meter provided with the instrument.
.,
f{,
^i	 t Signal conditioning and calibration circuitry for`the load cell is also
contained within the servo controller.
:;
f
4_	 ! ll- :.,,^
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2.2.4	 Actuator Positioner `:
{	 ^ Two M DAC designed actuator positioners are provided with the load control
^ sy^te'm.	 This equipment, operating on batteries, allows the user to control
I	
!	 ^,^ the. servo valve to Manually position the load actuator extension rod `
>
^ independently of the load. control system. 	 A photograph .:ofthis device is
^	 t^ shown in Figure 2.2.4-1. `
^,
i
i 2.3	 Hydraulic .System Components '
^ ;
,,
'	 ' The hydraulic system components delivered with the load control system
^
' r`,
^^	 ^	 ,.^ provide flow :regulation', pressure reduction and pressure dump to
	 he ;'';,
,^ hydraulic loading system. 	 This equipment includes eighty (80) servo valves,.
^	 ^	
^
one.-hundred (100) hydraulic pressure dump valves,. and sixteen (16) pressure .'
reducing stations.
	 Although these..components are located in the hydraulic
i	 ^ system they interface tothe load control. system: . electrically and/or
^	 ^ provide hydraulic system safety.
	 Esghty'(80).servo valve mountsng
^	 i	 ^^ block manifolds are also provided. '^
`	 ; .r,:i	 ^	 ,	 ,.
i	 ^^: '.,
`^R 2.3.:1	 Servo Valves
c	 i
^^	 ^` Fifty-four 10 GPM and twenty-six 25 GPM servo"valves are. provided with the
^	 ^	 ^ system.	 The. servova1ve regulates the flow of hydraulic fluid to both
^	 ^
^ ,,
sides of the load actuator piston.
	 These valves are mounted nn . manifold
,,	
^_
^s
L^
blocks (also a delivered end item) that deliver and distribute the hydraulic
oft	 ource to the proper devices.
	 A photograph of a typical ABEX servo
	 -
{
valve is shown in Figure 2.3.1-1. '
^^	
=I Each servo controller in the load control. subsystem is hardwired eTectri-
__
^	 ^;.°
cally to a servo valve, and through this hardwired electrical connects on
.,
`f 	^^^	 r the servo valve is operated.	 - ;	 ^^	
''
`i	 1
l 	
..
^
^
^^-2.3.2	 Pressure Reducing Stations
`
11
^	 i
':^f
^ Sixteen Pressure reducing stations, provided with the load control system,
.,
,va
;, m
are utilized to regulate and maintain a reduced hydraulic system pressure
(< 5000 PSI) at distributed points in the hydraulic oil lines near the
test load line locations.
	 Each pressure -. 'reducing station feeds a group of Y
12	 -
:^
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load lanes all of which require approximately the same maximum pressure to
`^ obtain the required test maximum load.	 A draa^ng of the pressure reducing
I
station is presented in Figure 2.3.2-1. ;
^ f^'. J
2.3.3	 Pressure Dump Valves ^	 '
_ N.	 .1
^; One-,hundred solenoid operated normailly closed hydraulic oil dump valves are
tem.	 These valves can Plectricalldel i;ve red with the _;load control sys'	 y :^
_' interface to the `load control system through a single relay closure that
r:
'""
activates all valves
	
imultaneously.	 The dump 'valves provide a measure of
r	 9 _
safety for-the test article and they can be activated manually from the load
.}	 ,
control system control panel or automatically from the computer..	 A'photograph
of a typical solenoid dump valve is shown in Figure 2.3.3-1.
2.4	 Software Design ^:
The software .that has fieen implemented in the Toad control system consists. of: Y,
1) computer vendor supplied systems software, and .. 2) ^1DAC'. developed applica- ^'
tions programs...
^	 ;	 ^a
^	
'
2.4.1 : .System Software
.'	 ,
i
The system>software provided includes the Operating System (RSX-11M), ,;
compilers, assemblers, utility programs and the diagnostic test programs.
'^,:
This set of software (.itemized in Figure 3,.5-1) was provided by the computer ^:
^	 ^
r	
;.
supplier. ^'	 '
The general purpose nature of the system software permits the user to
'	 ^ develop the applications programs and operate these programs under the -
', control of a real time multiprogramming,operating system. ^-^	 ,
E	 '	 '	 .i
_
RSX-11M Version 2 is the real time operating system installed in the loadI,..
control system computer.	 The RSX-llM operating system has. been-built to
'- contain the specific pwogram partitfions, address pointers and common ;"':
routines required to operate the load control system.:
^.^ _ »_.	 .
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Figure 2.3.2-1	 Pressure Reducing Station .
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^ The `current baseline version of this system, along with the applications ^:
,,"" programs is stored on disk .packs.
	 Several disk .copies of the baseline
:;
1 ,^
version are retained as backup both at MSFC and MDAC.
f
`
c
-
.
i
i	 -
2.4,2	 Applications Programs
(	 dayh
^( :'j
The .load control system applications programs were written i n MACRO 11
{ assembly language.
	
Seven main programs were generated to provide the ^;
r; 'user with the capab	 ity of conduc ing a staticstructural test using `^
i	 ,^ the MDAC Load ''Control System. 	 These seven basic programs, documented in
:.^
..
,
' the Operations/Documenta'tion Manual Test'Software {MDC'G6590), are ^. ,.
identified as follows:
_M001 -..TEST. MAKE
^^,. M002 -TEST MODIFY
M003 -TEST PRINTOUT_
`	 s^ M004 -TEST -RUN
^;
M005 -DATA PRINTOUT .y
F	
`,
M006 -BRANCH
M007 `- TEST SAVE AND RESTORE ^^
r^' ,.k
Two additional -:programs were developed .i 	 A diagnostic program called }
' CHECK was written to test the analog to digital converters as_well as the
^
^	 ',
manual operator settings of the servo controller inner and outer error.
,
The 'other program, called DACT; allows the user to calibrate the analog to '
l	 ^^j	 Y'	 }^ digital converters.
_.
;	 .
.,
.	 ,^
1 --	 _'^
All of the applications program:. ^^?side on disk and_are callable automati-
y
_^
1
^	 '-. - cally by other programs during test and also callable by the user from
	
he P't^
^	 -^ console keyboard/printer.	 An En lish lan ua einteractive dialog provides^	 9	 g	 9 =^;r
communication between the-user and each _of these programs. >^,
--	 _.
:i
^^ 2.4.2.1	 M001 -TEST MAKE ,Program
^{
MOOT was written to allow the 'user to create ^ test definition file on-the
the
^'
disk.
	 All of	 static structural test parameters are entered via the
console keyboard using this program.
3
s ^ s
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"^ 2.4.2.2	 M002 -TEST MODLFY Program ;^''
^^ M002 was written to allow the user to change information in a test file
,' that.has previously been generated. _
-
^*"4
^`^^' 2.:.4.2.3	 M003 -TEST TYPEOUT Program
^.,
'^
i.
^; M003 allows. the user to obtain a line prin er listing of all the parameters
in the test definition file.. 	 This . program was designed to run while. a ^`
^ ^ ^^
test is in a r^^n status. ""' ;
":
^^ ^^ _	 _
t ^	 ^;'°^^
2.4.2.4	 M004 -TEST RUN Program
;^
M004 initializes the test run, opens the testdefinition.file, starts the
^; calibr-atop procedure, runs the`test and disarms all functions andexiis
^Y
t^^
at the end of a test.
.;:
a
t
'; 2.4.2.5	 M005 -DATA :PRINT Program
M005 reads the digital data input by the analog to digital converters,
calibrates the data and prints the data scan on the line printer.
>,
F
2.4.2.6	 M006 -BRANCH Program ^;
^:^
M006 allows the operator to branch to any previously -defined 'load segment
.;	 ,	 ^ in the test definition file. 	 This program can also end a test, calculate `^
'	 ^> i the largest excursion - for all channels (% of design limit) when a branch ,;;
'	 r` is requested anal print the largest excursion data for user evaluation.
v	
. 	 ,
2.4.2.7	 M007 -TEST SAVE AND .RESTORE Program _
`' M007 allows the user to save a copy of the test file on ai cassette '
^	 ^, tape or restore a test file to disk from a cassette tape.
^,
^	 ^ -,i
^;
^: 3.0	 SCOPE OF WORK PERFORMED ,	 tw ,
f	 ^ The scope of work defined under Contract NAS8-31669 initially specified the ix'
x;
t
following two ma3or efforts:
(;	 ,
r	 ;	 i	 .'
^
`1
,,
^' ^4
_.
i
_	
-
^°
w, - .-HI ,,,,.	 <.^	 . , ,^	
-	 -	 -	 -
}^
l
a. Provide a- load control system for Marshall Space flight Center to
be used ir. performing structural load tests on various sub-
assemblies o •F the Shuttle External Tank (ET).
,.a.
i.^
r
b.	 Design a load control system to be used in performngstructural 	 ;w,
load tests on various sub-assemblies of the Space-Shuttle Solid 	 ^`
3^` Rocket Booster (SRB).
^;...
3
Aff.
'f	 ,
Subsequent. modifications to the: contract that changed the scope. of work:
^` are outlined in Section 3.4.
^.
i
^. 3,l	 30% Design Review
'^ 4lork commenced on the LCS.contract on ^^ovember 14,...1975. 	 An informal design
^' review (30^) was conducted at MSFG on December 1 and 2,.1975.	 The minutes
of this review were documented in NASA Letter ET27-75-27,>dated December 5,
1975.	
,
-:	 i,,,.
'^
'
PJew requirements were discussed in this informal design review and MDAC was 	 ^3
6	 _
^^ directed to propose methods at the next design review (60x} for providing: . 	;:
^ .:^
1) time of day correlation between control functions and the data system,
1
and 2)-control of the SRB.attachpoint load beam so thaw it would.. nut rotate
^ more than ± 1.5° during application of loads. 	 ^'
'	 ^ Drawings anddocumentaton for the Intertank and LH 2 Tank tests were provided
'	 ` ^
^y
to 'MDAC at this time and MDAC was directed to make calculations for line and
^^ valve size requrements..for the. LOX Tank pressurization system as - well as
loading and unloading time for each hydraulic actuator based on line and
^ A valve. sizes MSfC expected to use on the LH	 and Lntertank tests. 	 These2
.:
'
calculations were presented at the' 60% design review.
3
i
Concept changes were discussed at the 30^ design review with regard to
^^ location of .the servo valve off of the actuator, the regulation of pressure
for each load line using a simpler version of the pressure reducing station.`
than originally proposed by :MDAC, and configuring the solenoid dump valves
^` to operate on 28 VDC, be hermetically sealed and normally closed {power
^ i required`to open the val e).
,;
20 >.
a	 ^^.
.^ 4..,.[ {	 Y ^	 '_
.
_
..
	
.
:.^
$
_ ^
-
i
f
-.
;; 3.2	 60^ Design Review	 ^,
The 60^ design review was conducted on January. T9 :and 20, 1976 at MSFC. l
Technical comments on the design review are contained in NASA Letter
k
^^,^ .
^
ET27-76-2, dated January, 27	 1976.	
_	
_ _
_ _
t^
;,
^^
a
^' The calculations of the hydraulic system loading and unloading times, ^:
W: ^,
summarized in Figure 3.2-1, were presented.. 	 A ske ch of the pressure ^.
-.
reducing sta ion (MDAC 1T49756) was submitted and .not approved. _MSFC r""`
r
^.	
.
3
-_
requested .chat MDAC provide a simplified version of the secondary-pressure
.
^ reducing station th at did not contain the pressure: switch or pressure gage.
^^''	 ^
-:
;.
_.
^
By MSFC request, MDAC stopped all design work on the primary hydraulic
:.
r
i
^
_^
distribution panel.	 MSFC would supply .the dump valves for the main system ^"
as well_as the pressure regulation system.
^^
' a
^	 .-	 - i
^	 '
,; Minor changes were . requested to the manual control_-:panel that included:
,- l) provisions for external stimuli to interface with the STOP, HOLD, RAMP
-^ TO LOAD, and RAMP TO ZERO functions., 2) separate external relay contact ^'rt
a	 = ^, closures foredump and outer error in place of'a common relay closure, and
for
^^:
;.
3) a squelch switch	 the audible alarm.
^,
' MDAC proposed a time code translator installation that obtains the code from
^	 ^' ^^ the time code''generator supplied by the data system. 	 Time of day would be
tagged to each message and data printout and would appear on a visual G
b
^, 1q^ 3.' disp ay. :...	 ^,
t
_
„	 ,
^	 i
I
tC
f
^
_
A design concept was. presented.. to MSFC for the control of the SRB attach F^t	 1,r
i ^ `point load beam wi hin ±_ 1.5° of horizontal.	 This proposal, diagrammed in d`
,^
_#^ Figure 3.2-2,,used two displacement transducers, one at each end of the load L	 .k
'	
k beam.	 These transducers output signals, forming two legs of a bridge, are
^	
^'Fa	 .;,
t ^
^^
inputs to a summing amplifier which in turn is coupled to the two load beam
a load cell excitation vol age sources. 	 Any difference-signal would cause a '
^; change in the excitation voltage to the load cells,- causing a proportionate
c?^ange to the servo- controller feedback signals anal appropriate adjustments _:^
^".:^r
' 	 :' to each of the two load actuators. ;	 a
21
_	
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^^	 l^
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^n	
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'LH2 TANK TEST
TIP•IE TO UNLOAD FROM 140 TO 100°.'• (CALCULATED :VALUES.)
N,
N`>
LOAD ACT MODE_
__.
AREA DEFL PrSAX VAL111 FLOW THRU
PRESS LOSS PRESS
FINAL TIME -LINE DP JACK aP -- -----
PT IN T-C' SQ.	 II^J IN PSI SIZE VALVE GPt4 SIZE II LINE ORIF OP,IF _TOTAL PSI SEC
FBS . 12 T 89..34 .3 30;,.3 10 17.8 3/^a 218 3/8
..,
100 318 2209 .13
FB2^^ '12 T 89.34 !. 4 3144 10 17.9 3/4 218. ;3/8 100 318 ' 2246 .17
FB3^ 12 C 113.1 .5 3222. 10 18,1 3/4 220 3/8- 100 320 2301 .26
FBA* 12 C 113.1 .5 3014 to 17...6 3/4 217 3/8 100 317 2217. .25
SSA 33 T 701.4 .8 955 25 20.:.1 1 61+ 1/2 44 10$ 682 2.41
5B 33 T 701'''.4 `.8 955 25 20.1 1 6^s 1/2 44 108 b82 2.41
6A 33 T 701;4 .8 955 25 20.1 1 64 1/2 44 108 682 2.41
6B 33 T 701. 4 .8 .955 25 20..1 1 64 1/2 44 108 682 2.^1
FB7A* 14 c ':	 153.4 4.8 2659 25 33.6 1 182 318
..
250 432 1899.... .1.96
FB8A* 14 C 153.9 1+.17 2659 l0 1G.7 3/4 183' 3/8 100 283 1899 3.23
FE38B 10 T 62:64 4.17 1683 ;10 13.8 3/4 134 3/8 6'0 194.. 120.2. - 1.60
FB9A^ 12 C "	 113.1 5.5' 2821 10 17.1 3/4 186 3/8 100 286 2015 3.05
FBlOA* '12 C 113.1 5.7 2821 10 17..1 3/4 186, 3/B 100 286 2015 3.16
FB9B^ lit T 115'.5 5.0 3323 10 18.3 3/4 220 3/8 ,115 335 2374 2.64
FBoB* 14 T 115.5 4.7 3323 10 18..3 3/4 220 3/8 115 335 2374 2.k8
FOl^ 12, C 113'.1 2.1 1728 10 13.9 3/4 134 3/8 65 190 1231 1.45
F02A&B- 8 C 40.:65 .9 2074 10 15:::0 3/4 144 3/8 75 .219' 14$1 .20
Fo3* 16 c 201':1 4.3 2892 25 35 .0 1 186 318 270 456 2066 2.20
F01+^' 16 C -	 201 . 1 4.4 3133 25 36.5 1 210 3/8 280 1+90 22.38 2.16
Fos* to c 78.54 `5.7 139 l0 14..:6 3/4 141 3/8 70 211 1385. 2.58
Fo7 30 c 706':9 1.5* 1366 25 24.08 1
.71
1/2 65 136 976 3.74..
Fob 30 C 706.:9 1.5^ 1353 25 24.08 1 71 1/2 65' 136 966 3.77
FSS2Y 7 T 28,..86 .4 2377 10' 15.9 3/4 180 3/8 90' 270 . 1698 . .06:
A&C
Fss3Y 7 T 28.86 2.9 '' 2377 l0 15.9 3/4 180 3/8 90 276 1698 .44
A&C ,
Fss4Y 7 T 28'.86 .6 2377 to	 ^. 15.9 3/4 180. .. ..318 90 270 1698 .09
A-C
FSS4z 7 T 28.86 2.8 2425 l0 16.0 3/4 180 3/8 90 270 7.732 .43
A&C
x;	 I,^	 ^
'DOUBLE ETdDED	 140 - 100
'^	 R4AX. UPILOADING :TIME - 3.77 SEC F08
LH2 TANK TEST TABLET	 r'IDAC RECOP^NDATION - 7.54, gEC.
Figure 3.2-1: Calculations of System Loading and Unloading Times
,.	 .^,,	 _ ;,.	 _,.. t,..	 ..	 _..	 _	 4.:..	 .._... ^,	 .. ^.^._ ..
-	 •,
N
W
LOAD ACT. AREA MODE DEFL. PP4AX. 'VALVE FL047 THRU
PRESS Loss FIraAL
PRESS TIMELINE -	 DP __ . ORIE AP OP
PT. IN. SQ. IN. T-C IN.- PSI SIZE VALVE GPM SIZE ' LINEi SIZE ORIF TOTAL PSI' SEC
1 thru 12 113.1 C .739 1989 10 14.8 3/4 144 ` ' 3/8 75 219 1421 .1+8
24
25-27 6 18.65 T .84 1817 to 14.2 3/4 136 3/8 70 206 1298 .off
26-28 6 18.65 T .84 315:8 10 17.9 3/4 214 3/8 112 326 2256'` .07
29-31^ . 12 89.34 T 1.162 2017 l0 14.9 3/4 14^+ 3/8 75 219 1441 .59
30-32^ 12 89.'.34 T 1.162 1104 l0 1.1.5: 3/4 93 3/8 45 1...38 7a9 .76
33 12 8.34 T .42 3268 10 18.2 3/4 220 3/8 115 335. 2334' .17
34 8 34;37 T .^+2 .2962 10 17.5' 3/4. 203 3/8' ll0 313 2116' .07
35 12 89..'34 T ..398 3268: ^	 l0 '18.2 _3/4 220 3/8 115 335 2334 16
36 8 34.37 T .:398 2756 .. .. l0 16.9' 3/4 191 3/8 100 291 1958 .07
37 12 113..1 C .262 2082 10 15.1 3/4 144' 3/8 77 221. 1487 .17
38 12 113.1 `C .64 2104 10 15.1 3/4 144 3/8 77 .221 1503 .40
>39
	 -
30 552.9 T .8T 2257 25 30.9
1 150.. 1/2 110 260 1612 1.35.
'40 30 552,9 !T .87 '2257 25 1..30.9' 1 150.,. 1/2 110 260 1612 1.35
41 30 552..'9 T .605 1854 25' 28.0 1 126 1/2 90 215 1324 1..03
42 30 552.:9 T .605 1854 25 '28.0 1 126 1/2 90 2161 1324 1.03.
43 8 50.26 C. .>+42 3184 10 18.1'° 3/4 < 218 3/8 115 333 2271+ .10
'44 7 28..:86 T .360 3234 20 18.0 3/4' 219 3/8 115 33^+ 2310 .OS
?45 7 28..86 T .360 .3333 10 18.3 3/4 222 3/8 116 338 2381 .05
46 10 62.64 T .253 1653 lo, `13.7 3/4 136 3/8 65 201 1.181 .lo
47 10 62.64 T .2'53 1653 10 13.7. "3/4 136> 3/8 65 201 1181 .10
,^
^;	 a
^,
^'
,^
,^	 i^1A?i. TIP^^	 1.35- SEC. LOADS 39 & 40
r•'IDAC RECOPM'^NDATION = 2.20. SEC.
i
'j	 INTERTANK TEST :TABLE 2	 I
1
Figure 3s2-1	 Calculations of System Loadingand'Unloading Times (Continued)
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u , 3.3 90% Design Review `
`^^(
Thee 90% design review occurred on March 15 and 16, 1976 at MSFC..	 Salient
-•	 ^ design concepts and changes reflected in the .design review that affected
s,,`^^ the scope of work on the-ove-call load - control system design included the
•
°	
-y,n
;.^;
^	
^y following;	 -	 -.
•^
^^
^^,,	 ., 1.	 Sixteen (16) simplified pressure reducing stations were proposed ^^
^"-' MDAC in lieu of the original five (5) stations previously,by '
i
quoted.
	
^
«w
°•	 " r`° 2.'' A selectable upper limit load warning feature: 'was proposed by-
-..
,,,	 .
MSFC as a^safeguard feature for the'load control	 ystem.
Y'^^ 3.	 Greater flexibility was requested by MSFC. in changing the. load
^^ programming for each actuator during test. 	 These changes would:
^
.:
^'
^. ^ (a) allow new load values to be insertedin a'test segment, (b)
'- allow new segments to be inserted into the test profile, and (c) ^;
permit branching from any segment to any: other segment. i=.
i
,.^
3.4 Contract Change Orders and Supplemental Agreements
i
^^
The basic contract. underwent twenty (20) amendments or modifications during-
the contract lifetime.	 These modifications are identified as follows: a
.a--.
^^
.	 ,,
AMENDMENT/
MODIFICATION	 DESCRIPTION
a
^
,^^ _ - •	 ^c
#1	 Deleted International System of Units.
i
^
A
^ #2	 Deleted load control `system design for the Solid
Rocke	 Booster.	 - j
-,	 3
#3	 MDAC to l oan MSFC ABEX servo val ves. `":^,
^"'
i",?^
^
#4	 a.	 peleted _ the main hydraulic distr-ibution panel.
1
;^	 j
^# b.	 Added requirement to furnish time correlation '
^,
,.,
with test data using a time code translator.
;^^, c.	 Replaced proposed computer operating 	 ystem
(RSX-11A) with more current version (RSX-11M).
^^
_.
-	 ^
_^
25
-..
-
^..q°^
..
__^ _______. ,. ^a __ _	 ..
_	 ^
_^^
!^ ^. .	
.::. _r
y
^ r .::
^
,
I
AMENDMENT/ _ ;
^+.^
"
MODIFICATI ON DESCRIPTION
d.	 Deleted all LOX tank pneumatic pressurization ,;
system requirements. ;	
w,
;1
^	 ^ e.	 Added SRB attach point. load .beam control require- ^';;
ment.
.- _ ;
.,
#5 Deleted SRB attach. point ldad beam control require-
meet.
^...
,}
^^
^ #6 A reed that estimated cost and fee will not be9
"
;^
'"
y^ ..
affected by changes 1 and 3.
_
ax
'	 '' #7 a.	 Dale ed LOX tank hydraulic system schematic.
'
^; b.	 Added requirement to modify software that
^;.	 ^^ allows;.	 (1) new load values 	 o be inserted in a '
,,,^, test segment,-(2) new segments. to be inserted in =:
., a; test load profile, and (3) branching from any
'.
segment to any other segment. ^	 '
' ,	 y	 x #8 Agreed to cost adjustments fdr modifications 4
i
,
r	 ^I and S.
!	 Y i.	 ^..
^
^^,' #9
_
Added servo valve training course. ':
3 #.10 Correction of an admini trative error do modification
^^ #8.
^^
^^ #1.1
-
Agreed to cosy
 adjustments for mddification #7.
_,
' #12 Added line printer._and additional computer memory. j
G;
F4 #13 Amended the wording of modification #12.
,.
4^'
}
r; #14 Agreed to cost adjustments for modification-#9.
r
'^
^	 ^
^::
#15 Correction to cost adjustments stated in modification ^^
f^T #14. ^a
l^
#16 Agreed to cost adjustments for modifications #12 ^
^'
a
_
and #13.
#17 Amendment to_,general provision clause for financial}^ a
I^;
I
reporting of Government-owned/Con ractor-held property;.
:_	 ,
1 . 26
^	
^.^_	 , .'	 .
,-
-	
:__.._	 . _
	
...
Y
.aw
}..
`' n
^;
AMENDMENT/	
_
MODIfICATION	 DESCRIPTION
#18	 °Agreed to cgst ad^us.tments to fund projected
_	
_..
	 ;
overrun. ...h
r #19	 Amendment to Article XVIII -Contents of Contract.
^.^ ^: #20	 Agreed to extend^contractend date to June 30,
1^
'^a
,. 1977.;;
^
^^
'
y
^.^^
i
f ^
^
^'	 -
^
3.5	 Documentation	
_
is
: ,^
^ y^ ^ The d ocumentation provided with - the load control system consists of a
{
^.^
:^
^° combination of MDAC and Vendor supplied-engineering drawings and manuals.
;.
,;
t
A li st of the documentation package provided with the load control 	 ystem
;,
,.
,.,
y _	 _is shown in Figure 3.5-1.
Yl
^ i Other documentation provided to MSFC during the contract period included:
,:r
,.
.^t ^
R: a.	 ALTERNATE WIRING METHOD FROM LOAD CELL TO SERVO-CONTROLLER.-MDAC
,;
^
. s
Letter'A3-13E-118, dated 27 January 1976.
:;
I	 F,. .. :;
^,' .- b.	 TRANSMITTAL OF MDAC . SILKSCREEP^ING PROCESS - DPS 40250 - MDAC
__ Letter A3-13E-479, dated 19 Apri-1 1976.
^,
..
`'
_^
c.	 PRELIMINARY DESIGN DOCUMENTATION FOR SELECTIVE LOAD CHANGE - MDAC 'a`
^	 ..
.^ w` Letter A3-1':3E -6.22, dated 14 May 1976. f,	 ;
,;
^ d.	 RECOMMENDED CLEANING SPECIFICATION FOR HYDRAULIC COMPONENTS - MDAC `'s
- ^ ^ Letter A3-13E- 447	 dated 12 A r l 1976.p '^'^,;^ ^:^z,
ji` ^ e.	 PROCEDURES FOR TEST ADJUSTMENT AND CHECKOUT OF HYDRAULIC ASSEMBLIES- ^'?
^'^',.
x h1DAC_Letter A3-130-RCE-1667, dated 30 July 1976. '
s
'^: ^ f.	 DATUM MODEL 2116 SERVO CONTROLLER BURN IN PROCEDURE -MDAC Letter j
h
`^^
^	 ^r ^` A3-13E-1218; dated 4 October 1976.	 - `'
a, ,
^_,
r
-
^'
^
°r	 a
i
^:
'	 "'F 27
- ,	 : #.
^`f
,^	 ^^r_...	 _	 ,	 ,.—-.-^	 ^,,	 ^	 ^.^,	 ,--,^-_-^..:^..:^...^^.^.^	 ^	 ^,-^.-..:^^ :^-.^--^.-^	 ^	 o-	 ^_
f F
_	 ^._.
___
	 _ __^ ^	 ^	 _ ^t
--
a
^,
r
.
,.
,
LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM DOCUMENTRTION
. _._.
^ 	^ ^^ SOFTWARE -MDC G6590 -OPERATING/DOCUMENTATION MANUAL .TEST .SOFTWARE -
REVISED APRIL 1, 1977 ^	 LE'''
^^
^
.,
K,R System Software __
^r
k
: 5^
t	 w^: gg	 g	 g	 1R) Programmers ManualDEC-^II-UDEBA-A-D -DOS/BATCH Debu 	 in	 Pro ram (ODT-1,
a	 e	 Ma	 alDEC 11-UEDAA A-D -DOS/BATCH Test Editor (EDIT-11) Progr mm rs	 nu ^%^,
`f r...
^^b_ DEC-11-UPPAA-A-D -DOS/BATCH Utility Package (PLP) Programmers-Manua
^.^ ^
DEC-11-OCCMA-A-D -DOS/BATCH Concepts and Capabilities
n
'^ DEC-II-LASMA-A-D -DOS BATCH. Assembler	 :MACRO	 Pro yammers Manual
w
DEC-1T-OBUGA-A-D -DOS/BATCH, Batch Users Guide
DEC-11-ULKAA-A-D -DOS/BATCH, Linker (LINK) Programmers Manual
ti
DEC-11-IRSAA-A-D - P.SXTIA Programmers Reference Manual
,;
,^
PRELIMINARY. DOCUMENT - RSX-11A P1 us FORTRAN
a
"^ HYDRAULICS-- MDC G6591 -OPERATING MAINTENANCE MANUAL HYDRAULICS -NOVEMBER 1976.: ^
^* Hydraulics System Schematic
,#
^" F1DAC 1T49750 -ALPS Hydraulic Schematic (General)
„":; h1DAC 1T49751 - Intertank Test Schematic - tlyd^aulic &Electrical`
^-- MDAC 1T49752 - LH2 Tank Test Schematic -Hydraulic & E1ectrical
^,x Pressure Reducing Panel
^^^^x. ^- MDAC 1T49755 -ALPS Main Pressure Distribution.Panel. i
MDAC 1T49756 -ALPS Pressure Reducing Station
;^	 1
^
^^
j„
MDAC 1T49757 -.Actuator Positioner, ALPS
I..
Servo Valve Assembly
4
'	
^`.^
MDAC 1T49759`- Manifold Block, Servo Valve - 10 GPM
'^"` MDAC 1T49760 - Manifolf Block,. Servo Valve - 25 GPM ^^;;	 ,,
"^ MDAC 1T49762 -Cleaning Specifications -Hydraulic Components &Assemblies
.,
^^ MDAC 1T49763 -Procedures, Proof & 0 erat^P	 ',on Test -ALPS Hydraulic Assemblies ^;
^, MDAC 1T49764 -Procedures, Adjustment &Checkout.- ABEX Servo Va ves
^,	 J^
%^ ABEX -Model 415-1756 Servo Valve Schematic..
tY
t=`;
^ ABEX - Model 425-1757 'Servo Valve Schematic
.-
Figure 3.5-1	 LCS Documentation List
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^
ELECTRONIC HARDWARE - MDC G6539 -OPERATING/MAINTENANCE MANUAL
^,i ^' - ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS - NOVE^I6ER 1976
;,
^ Control. Hardware
.`
^^ MDAC 1T49700,- Logic Flow Schematic, ALPS
^^ MDAC 1T49701 -Load Control Module Assembly, ALPS
'^ ,^;` MDAC 1T49702 -Relay Panel Assembly,. ALPS
'= ^,
MDAC 1T49703 -Schematic, .:Relay Panel, ALPS
^^" MDAC 1T49704 -Command Controller Assembly, ALPS ^
MDAC 1T49724 -Installation Drawing, ALPS
;• MDAC 1T49725 -Rack Cabling, Load Control Module, ALPS
^^
.^ MDAC 1T49726'- Rack Cab}ing, Command Control-Module
,: ,V
Visual Display
2 MDAC 1T49705 -Display Panel Assembly, ALPS
' i. f ^.: P1DAC 1T49708 -Display Dri11 and Silkscreen, ALPS 3„.
MDAC 1T49729 -Wire List, Display Panel, ALPS
}t ^	 ^^ Control Panel '^
,.
i MDAC 1T49706 -Control Panel, Drill and Silkscreen, ALPS
^,
a
MDAC 1T49707 -Control-Panel Assembly.,.. ALPS
^
j.
= MDAC 1T49709 -Schematic, Control Panel, ALPS
Status Monitor/Digital Control Memories
t
t4DAC 1T49710 -Status:Monitor Central Station Assembly, ALPS
^ i MDAC 1T49711 -Status Monitor Central Chassis, ALPS
.:
F MDAC 1T49712 -Status Monitor Panel, Dri11 and Silkscreen, ALPS`
r^
MDAC }T49713 -Status - Monitor Remote S ation Assembly, ALPS
f MDAC 1T49714 -'^iagram.Status Monitor, ALPS
^
^- MDAC 1T49715 -Module ,Layout, Status Monitor, ALPS
I	 I
;,
..^^
MDAC 1749732 -Front Panel Remote Stations, ALPS:
^ ^^^ MDAC 1749723 -Status Monifor and Digital Control Assignments,-ALPS
^. ^	 ';'^^ ' MDAC 1749716 -Digital' Control Central. Station Assemb y, ALPS
^:	 ^ P1DAC 1749717 -Digital Control Central Chassis, ALPS
^ i`	 ^ ^^ MDAC 7749718 - Digital Control, Panel Dri11, and=Silkscreen, ALPS
^ MDAC 1749719 -Digital Control, Remote Station Assembly, ALPS
x
'^^ MDAC 1749720 -Logic Diagram, Digital Control Memory, ALPS
^ ^=; h1DAC 1749721 -Module Layout, Digital Control Memory^ ,^_	 {
^;
^
;jF Figure 3.5-1	 LCS Documentatioh List (Continued)
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^,^
Power E,
MDAC 1T49727---- Power Distribution, Load Control Module, ALPS
MDAC 1T49728 -Power pstrbution, Command Controller, ALPS
MDAC 1T49730 -UPS. Power Distribution, ALPS `
,,	 -^
^^	 4;fs
MDAC 1T49731 - Power Supply Panel Assembly,_ALPS
i,:^.,
'
.,
''', ELGAR:- UPS Remote. Alarm. Schematic
^.
^
ELGAR(- UPS Remote Alarm Assembly ^ J
:-
i
Computer _
#,^
i^....
DEC Not e Pdumbered -PDP-11/05-10-35-40 Processor.Nandbook
^'	 h
^^
DEC Not Numbered -PDP-11 .Peripheral Handbook
DEC Not Numbered - LA180 Maintenance Manual
.--
DEC Not Numbered - LA180 Users Manual
D/A - A/D .Converter ;;
r DATEL 2561 -PDP-11-1-2 - D/A Data Register and.-Unibus Buffer
^.
-_-' -DATEL 2561 - PDP-11-1-2 - -A/D Final and Start Channel Register '
.^ DATEL 2561 - 'PDP-11-1-2 - D/A Final and Start Channel Regis er '^
^^ 11ATEL 2561 --PDP-11-1-2 - A/D Data Register and Unibus` Buffer
DATEL 2561'-PDP-11-1-2 -Address Select Gating ^^	 '
^`i	 .
^_^
DATEL 2561 -PDP- ll - 1 - 1' - S256 Control (2 Sheets)
`
DATEL 2561 -PDP-11-2 -1 - .Block Transfer- Interface ( 5 Sheets)
^	 ^^
^^
DATEL Not Numbered - Unibus Bus Data and Buffered Data . (Opton)
]'
^_
DATEL Not Numbered - Unibus..Mem. Addr. Lines_(61ock Trans. Option)
^^	 ^^ DATEL Not Numbered - S-256 L/0 Connector Data and Address (Basic Dption)
_'	 _ DATEL Not Numbered - ,Back Panel.. PDP-l1 Interface Control Signals (2 pages)
_,
,,r^
^^ DATEL Not Numbered - BR and NPR Level t'liring and Modification Guide (M7821
^
a
:.	 ^l
^;
-.
DATEL MCMBM0401 - System 256 Combination A/p - D/A Ins ruciion Manual
P
.. ^;6 ^
DATEL MDABM01401 -256 Data Disaribution Instruction Manual,System
{',^ DATEL MADEM01401 -System 256 Data Acquisition Manual Instruction Manual ;	 3
1`' DATEL Not Pumbered` -PDP-11 Cable
^^
i^z9^
Servo Controllers
^
^
^ DATUM Pub. No. 3028.3 -Instruction Manual for Model 2116 Hydrau is
z	 1
!
I
(.
^
^`
Servo Controller
,a
I,,'
t Figure 3,5-1	 LCS Documentation List (Conti nued), ,;
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^	 St.3.Fi	 Training	 _: ,
,_..^
,^ Three categories of training were provided for the load control system.
These training categories. consisted of:
	 1) operation of the load control ^^;;,	 _.
;;' system, 2). programming .
 the load control system PDP-lI computer, and 3) ^'	 :•
j	 •	 ^ maintenance/overhaul of AQEX servo valves.
	 All of the training used- ;;
classroom lectures. followed by demonstration and user participation with r
';; the equipment.
},
,.,.,
;+
3.6.1., Operation Training
^.
MSFC personnel received formal operation training on the load control
^^.^	 :^: system at MDAC facilities for a period of__four days during the month of
October 1976.	 This training consisted of classroom instruction and
^^
i^, demonstration of the applications software and equipment operation followed
l
fi
by,^1SFC personne'1 participation in making andexecuting astructural test
^'
^.
profile on the load control system. ^	 '1
t`
Continued.: informal training has been conducted at MSFC following system
^	 '
^
i nstaTl ati on and during .
 the field engineering period as the mutual need
has dictated.
^_.
^_.^
36.Z	 Computer Programmer Training
^	 4^s Two training course credits were provided with the system and used by ^^1SFC
^ for POP-11 computer programmer training.
	 .The courses were selected...from the
Digita	 Equipment Corporation Educational Catalog and attended in Washington
D.C.
j t
• ^ 3.x.3	 ABEX Servo Valve Training '
I	 '•r MDAC and Douglas Aihcraft Company (DAC) provided. a servo valve maintenance
and overhaul course at DAC facilities from October 18 thru October 22, 1.976.
^ This course included classroom and bench instruction followed by student
participation in _all Phases.: of assembly, di assembly and calibration of ^_'
^	 r ABEX servo .valves.:.
jz:
,`-
^^
31
^._	 1
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i _ _ ,^.m...	 _	 ^	 -^,,,...^.,,_,'r.^^.-. ^--- _o---tea	 ..,.
^	 ^;
f
.,
..^.:
3
;.
^^-
,^
^` A technical manual was provided in this icaurse that included calibratfion and
t.
;
`
f overhaul procedures, together with a technical facility. description.	 The '
is
^;
^ course and material contained information unique to DAC's long term (20
!1 ^ years) experience in servicing this type . of servo valve.. -^
3.7	 System Checkout and Qualification Testing:.
,. Load control system checkout was accomplished initially at 	 he MDAC
facilities	 rtor to shi merit to MSFC. - Final checkout and	 ua ificaton ^^
r,
r
^ testing was performed at MSFC from'the period December-1976 through
May 1977. ,?'.
j	 S	 ,
i..
` ^^
^_.
`	 ,^
...
-	 3.7.1	 MDAC Checkout and Testing 	 _ ^
.
^.
Checkout and testtn	 of the load control system at MDAC consisted of hardwareg
^',
^
^
component tests and ahardware/software systems checkout.	 Hardware component ;.
r
^^^
dumptests were performed on the servo valves, solenoid 	 valves servo
';- controllers and digital computer.	 The systems checkout was an integrated k'
electronic hardware and software test using a six actuator hydraulic test ^'
^' fixture.	 Documentation of the component testing results was transmitted =-
.^ with the-hardware. '
;_	 t.
,,
'^
.
3.7.1.1	 Servo Valve Test
^	 ^'	 ^ q Eighty (80) servo valves were-tested and calibrated by the Hydraulics
`Laboratory of the Douglas Aircraft Company..	 Fifty-four (54) model 415
4
-
..	 {i	 ^,
r	 ^^
-
ten GPM valves and twenty-six (26) model 425 twenty-five GPM valves under-
^ ^.,
--
`went-test and!calibratio"n.	 Each: valve has been tested and qualified to
^:r
i '	 }' marwfacturers specification and calibrated for use on the Shuttle Intertank
:.	 ^
r`
test.	 A summary chart of servo valve test -and calibration anomalies i s '
,,
;^ shown in .Figure 3.7.1.1-1.
x
r ' 3.7.1.2	 .Solenoid Dump Valve Tests`
;, One-hundred Control':Conce t Model 502 solenoid valves were tested at MDAC.p ,
- ^
^
Each valve was electrically tested to check solenoid operation. 	 Ten valves,
_^^ piclred at random, were subjected to a cycle open and close test in a
t
hydraulic system and at a pressure`of 5000 PSIA.	 There were-no fa lures
-,j
'.
from the` ests performed..
.., t
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1ST 2hD SHIPPED
,-	 'SER. DAC CHECKOUT TO ABEX ABEX DAC CHECKOUT TO ABEX ABEX TO
'	 `'N0. OK/ADJ. DATE REASON	 DATE ACTION OK/ADJ. DATE REASON	 DATA ACTION MSFC
19 OFF 2/25/77 OFF	 3/'1/77 WITHIN NULL 4/26/77 ' 5/2/77	 V.---
MECH P1ECH MFG. ADJ i	 ''
NULL- `NULL SPEC _
22 EXCESS 2/25/77 EXCESS	 3/1/77 REPAIRED OK 4/26/77 5/2/77
LEAKAGE LEAKAGE UNIT
23 OFF 2/28/77 OFF
	 3/1/77 UNIT NULL 4/26/77. 5/2/77
MECH MECH WITHIN ADJ
' NULL NULL - MFG,
TOL.
w a
30 NO 2/17/77 UNABLE	 3/1/77 REPAIRED NULL 4/12/77. 4/15/77
_ CURVE TO 'UNIT ADJ.
CONTROL:
34	 'OFF' 2/17/77 OFF	 3/1/7T UNIT NULL 4/12/77 4/15/77'
	
i;	 1
NULL. _MECH WITHIN, ADJ. k,: Y
NULL TOL.
51 OFF 3/7/77 OFF	 3/11/77 WITHIN. ADJ. 5/4/77 5/9/77
'NULL MECH MFG. -NULL
NULL TOL
53 NO 3/7/77 EXCESS	 3/11/77 ABEX EXT. 5/5/77 EXT.	 5/9/77 7/1'4/77' !;
CURVE HYSTERESIS REPAIR ' >LEAKAGE LEAKAGE
Figure 3.7.1;1-1	 Servo Valve Test Anomally Summary !'^_
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ller-Tests3 7 1.3	 Servo_Contro
Fift -ei , ht servo cony	 q	 trolleys were subjected to a "burn. in" test (described :
-^	 ^
in MDAC procedure transmitted to MSFC in Letter A3-13E-1218, dated 4 October ^'^°
1976) and a functional closed loop control test using the load control
a
system hardware and software. with hydraulic. load lines assembled in the. test ^
-"`^ fixture.	 Results of these tests were transmitted to h1SFC with the hardware k
' on DD250 HB0003, dated 12 November 1977..
.. ;> 3.7.1.4	 Digital.Computer Test
3
i
An acceptance test.; was conducted on the Digital Equipmen	 Corporation (DEC)
^. .' Model: PDP-ll computer at MDAC. 	 This test consisted of running the^.
manufacturers diagnostics on the equipmen	 for a period of forty (40) 1
contiguous hours without obtaining a hardware failure.
	 This test. was
successfully completed following installation at MDAC.
'' 3.7.1.5	 Integrated Systems Test
` ^' The integrated systems.test performed at P1DAC included the electronic load
^`
i
control system hardware and the . systems and applications software. ^'^
e ^ A sample testprofile, shown. in Figure 3..7.1.5-1,'was designed to operate `
I; and •control simultaneously five (5) actuators installed'in the hydraulic
^_ ^' load fixture.	 The'test was repeated until fifty-four (54) load control
I^: ^: channels successfully.completed the test.. 	 Four controllers and one rack
^^ .^ adapter were previously shiAped to;MSFC-at MSFC request and were to undergo
^^^^, test and checkout with the system at MSFC.,
=,
.^
"	 ,
^:
3.7.2.	 Qualification Testing at MSFC:
^ Qualification testin	 of the load control s st Ig	 y	 em at MSFC spanned the period
` &^; ;from December 1976 through May 1977. 	 A five channel test fixture, supplied
C by MS'FC, was utilized in the testing of the hardware and software capabilities
and components of the controlsystem.	 The servo valves were tested with this '
M ' fixture, however, the sotenoid dump valves underwent leakage and functional
` tests in .the MSfC Hydraulics Laboratory.
3
`	 _^
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By February 17, 1.977 the tCS was demonstrated on five load channels.
	 The ^'
} completion of this effort satisfied the contract requirement of Paragraph '°
^^^ 15,'Seci:ion E of the contract Scope Of Work.
	 The testing that fol-lowed F
F.
the.5 channel demonstration qualified all fifty-eight channels of the load ':
,^
control system per NASA Hydraulic/Load Control System Checkout Procedure ^.b^,
SST-G-FAP-006, dated February 3, 1977.
,:.
''
'^
-ry
The qualification testing at'^9SFC included. the following systemand r
^'^`^
f
component tests:
" "'"
a.	 LCS Hardware Performance
b.,	 LCS Software Performance H
c.	 Servo. Controller-Functional ^	 '1
d,	 Servo Valve Verification ^	 'i
e.	 Solenoid Dump Valve. Functional
,,
h °, Items a	 band c above were accomplished as an integrated checkout, using
NASA Procedure SST-G-FAP-006, dated February 3,:1977.
	 Testing of items d d
;, and a was accomplished independent of the integrated LCS qualification
. test.
3.7;3	 Qualification Testing Anomalies
^^
During the qualification testing at ^1SFC, hardware and software anomalies
'
^..
occurred. __N.owever, all of these anomalies have .been: corrected'andthe
E ;y^ load control system is operational, in readiness for the Space Shuttle R^^ ^
Intec^ank structural testing.
t
3.7.3.1	 LCS Hardware Performance Anomalies
--
' :r LCS hardware: anomalies occurred in the computer and . the load control system
r
^^` Burin	 the test and s stem° ualification
	 a iod at MSFC.	 Com uter failures9	 y	 _ q	 p r	 p_ _,
'.,,, occurred with magnetic tape cassettes, the disk 	 torage devices, and the
k	 ^ ^ extended arithmetic element.	 A history of the computer anomalies is .presented
P
in Figure 3.7.3-1
r t^
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^	 ^
The .five Amp power supplies servicing the. interface electronics of the f
f
,	 '^
^^^
analog to digital and digital'to analog converters of the three load ^^'
control subs stems were not ade uate to Carr
	 the :current load 	 5.2 Am s ^'
;'^- observed.	 These units were replaced with power supplies capable of ^^^
^^ carrying a ten:Amp load.
	
_.-
A.,^:.
^.
f	 {
^ The digital to
	 to digital
	 experienced ^^`^ analog and analog	 conversion systems.
the following types of failures : ,,..
I 1,
^^	 ^	 ^ a.	 A voltage slew rate .offset was present_in digital to analog'
^^	
^
converters .....	 _
^^^ b.	 Loss of a bit in the analog to digital converter.
F^ c.	 lJnable to address the analog to digital/digital to analog
F^, conversion unit.	 -
{	 ^
^	 ^
^_
d.	 Digital to analog converter out of calibration.
i	 '`';; e.	 Noisy potentiometer on an analog . to digital converter _circuit^
board. ';,	 ,
These anomalies were .corrected through the replacement of circuit boards.
,^
`j	 ;.0 Servo controller anomalies. are presented in Figure 3.7..3-2.
	 In addition to
r
'	 ^	 `^I ''' the functional. tests a potentiometer check was performed on each servo
^., controller independent of .the qualification tests and either set point, span,
or loop gain potentiometers were replaced by MSFC personnel on twelve servo
t
controllers.
	 A summary of these test results is shown in Figure 3.7.3-3.'
v,
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p l 	 ^	 ^
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^^ f
A fixed resistor was added to the inner error detection/interrupt circuit
=^
`^	 ^
-.
to increase the inner error hysteresis and inhibit repeating the same f	 '.
pi	 ^ interrupt to the computer when an inner error occurred.
	 This installation
was performed by'MSFC personnel.
	
_
^	 ,^
_—
Y
^^	 ` 	^ .^ Testin	 of the servo valves was accg	 omplished on the five channel load fixture
^	 ^ using the load 'control system to operate the valve.
	 MSFC tested a total of ^
sixty-nine valves with. no failures.
	 .The remaining eleven valves were to be ^`
'	 N.
checked out when 'they were installed in the test system.
^
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^ SERVO CONTROLLER_
SERTAL PJUMBER ANOMALLY RESOLUTION ,;
^ :^
`i 424 OUTER ERROR SET - 1/20/77 FACTORY 41ARRANTY REPAIR -
:,
i`	 h.
SERVICE REPORT	 7295
• _ RETESTED..
^	 i ` OUTER ERROR SET I^HIBIT . SWLTCN SAME. AS ABOVE. '.
^ FAILURE - 3/2/77 NO SERVICE REPORT ''	 ^ .^ ,^
:f 459 FUPJCTION SELECT SWITCH.:- 1./20/77. SAME AS ABOVE ^'' 
.^.
NO SERVICE REPORT •
472 SPAN: POT. - 2/8/77 :SAME AS ABOVEM
SERVICE REPORT #3190 ^`
^^.r OUTER ERROR FAILURE - 4/4/77 SAME: AS ABOVE '
NO SERVICE REPORTI
^ 423 BLOWS FUSE - 2/8/77 SAME AS ABOVE
^ SERVICE .REPORT #31:92 `
"^ 441 BLOWS FUSE - 2/17/77 SAP1E AS ABOVE
f
^{
SERVICE REPORT #31.81 !`
45.1 SET POINT POT. - 2/17/77 SAP1E AS ABOVE- j`"
i ^ NO SERVICE REPORT
464 DOES NOT'POWER UP - 2/1T/77 SAME AS ABOVE
` SERVICE REPORT #3179 x
428 ItJNER ERROR LIGFIT STAYS. ON - SAME AS ABOVE ;;
2/2.1/77 NO SERVICE REPORT .,s,^;
432 BLOWS FUSES - 2/25/77 SAME AS ABOVE '^
_, SERVICE REPORT #7274- .
433 DOES NO7 POWER UP - 2/22/77 SAME. AS-ABOVE
SERVICE REPORT #3180 r
436 BLOWS FUSE -:2/22/77 SAME. AS ABOVE
SERVICE REPORT #7272 '^
^^ 456	 ^ INCJER ERROR LIGHT STAYS ON - SAME AS ABOVE
2./22/77 SERVLCE REPORT #7273 '^',,	 --.^
465 DOES tJOT POWER UP = 2/22/77 SAME.'-AS ABOVE
^^ ^ SERVICE QEPORT#3183
'^
-
^
429 IMHiBIT'SWITCH STAYS ON -
2/25/77	 ^
SAME' AS-ABOVE
SERVI CE REPORT.: #3090
•
^^^ ^ ^^
448 DOES NOT - POWER UP - 2/25/77 SAME AS ABOVE `_'
^`
SERVICE REPORT:#3089
^; 457 INHIBIT LIGHT STAYS ON - SAME AS ABOVE
^^^
;.
3/4/77
^	 "
NO SERVICE REPORT
^	 ^
}	 ^
F
f Figure 3,7.3-2	 Servo ConirrolTer Anomalies.
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SERVO CONTROLLER
_
POTENTIOMETER 
_
ki
SERIAL-NUMBER ANOMALLY
__
RESOLUTION
^
j
426	 i SPAN .POT. —ONE POSITION	 _ ^ REPLACE POTENTIOMETER !
'.
i=: j
_—
rs _.
,.
430 SET POINT —SIX ROSITIONS ^ REPLACE. POTENTLOMETER {
^
,,
;^
^	 434 SET POINT —TWO POSITIONS	 j REPLACE POTENTIOMETER '?
,:
'435	 '' SET ` POINT —ONE POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER a'
.^...
443	 ^ SET POINT —.ONE POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
it
445 SPAN -ONE POSITION	 ^ REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
__
453 SET POINT -ONE :POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
455 SET POINT -ONE POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER iP
^	 ..
^	 ^ ^	
-
458 SET POINT -TWO POSITIONS REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
^469 SPAN -ONE POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER ^..
- LOOP GAIN - TW0 POSITIONS ,^	 ^^ ^^	 ^^ ^;:	 ^	
,
f
474 LOOP GAIN -ONE POSITLON REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
479 SPAN -ONE, POSITION REPLACE POTENTIOMETER
F
f
f	 4t	 ';
-'
_y—
._ =	 a
^`
y %	 ,;j
G
>;
_,	 ,
Figure 3.7.3-3 DATUM Servo`'Controller Potentiometer Check Test Results
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Solenoid dump. valves were functionally tested by MSFC personnel.	 A total of
" 29 valves exhibited a mode of unacceptable operation. 	 These valves were
'^ repaired, tested by the vendor, and returned to MSFC.	 A summary of the valve
.	 ,^ test anomalies is presented in Figure 3..7.3-4. MSFC assumes . the responsibility
to verify the functional operation of these valves.
.^•
r
,;
,o
`	 ^ 3.7,.3.2	 LCS Software Anomalies ,
^
t z^'
During the qualification testing of the LCS at MSFC, several software ^^^
;. anomalies were identified in the applications software.	 These anomalies ^"`'',
^" and the remedies are summarized below.
I'	 ^:^
j Anomall
_
Remed
^Y , 1.	 Cassette tape read/write program using Write special program named_ °:	 ^,
the DEC supplied program. FLEX will M007 to read andwrite a
N
not read random acces
	
files stored on cassette tapes.
",
. a.
-disk.
;.I.
_,. 2.	 The displays and printout contain Save register contents. of
^^ erroneous numbers. ,extended arithmetic element
_(EAE) processes when the
^,
^-
^.^
program function using the
EAE is interrupted by higher
-	
^ ^ priori ty.^^
_^	 ^. ^ ^
3.	 Error message does not always print on Provide commonprogram to be
^	
;
+	 ^ ca^3soie TTY, used by all loads. programs to
{	 ^r
f print messages . instead of
^
^
F
.,	 «
individual programs printing
^_> messages.
`^"
.^
4.	 Loading::: program execution stalled Lncorporate ring buffer in
while messages are printed on slow common message pri.n^:programs :.,a
^a TTY. a^^owog l^x^d programs to
:7
t^
_deposit message in buffer and
i continue with program execution, t`.
`<^,^^
;.
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^^	 _^
VALVE
`. CONTROL '	 t^AC	 -
^
..NASA - NSEC
	
-
ONTROL NASA - hLFC... NASA - MSFC
SERIAL C^ICEPTS ONCEPTS
N0. 10/1Q76	 ^ 11/3. _. 11/9, 19'/6 .1ST TEST 3-5-07 ^DISAS. . EN9LID .2ND TEST 4_10-7^^ REWOAKID RETEST	 - RETEST
_AND. FAILIDOPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL CHDCK OPERATIONAL CNECK OPERATIONAL CHECK OPERATIONAL CHECK OPERATIONAL CHECK
.PRESSURE
ELECT PRESSURE CYCLES PRESSURE CYCLES REMARKS PREBSIIEi^ CYCLES REMARKS PRESSURE CYCLES REMARKS PAErSURE CYCLEr RF7NIP.KSCHECK	 '. . CLEANED VALVES
Failed to - -77
2323 X ' X - X 0 Open Checked X 25 OK
OK
: OK.But Fast
2326 X X - - X 5 Leak 4-6-77
OK But Slow
2327 . x X - X 15 Leak 4-6-77
ai ed to -	 -
2329 X X- - X 10 OK X X 0 Open Replaced
Parts
2333' X X - - X 10 OK X X 0
aie
	 o
Open
-	 -
Replaced
Parts
.Leaked After 4 -6-77
2337 X X X. 1 X "20 20th Cycle Replaced
Bent Ori ce
ZO
OK- But Failed to. 5-19-77
2339. X X _. - X Slow to Close X. X 0 Open Replaced
s
Open Normal - . -77
2340 X X - - X 25 Slow to Replaced '.
Close Bent Ste
Failed to - -77
2343 X X - X 3 Close After Replaced X 25 ^ OK
Stuck V e
- Failed 1st 5-19-77 -
2350 X X -
-
X 10 OK X X 0/10 Cycle - Replaced
Ch	 ed 0- Parts _
ng.-. 0
10 Cycles '
.Failed To
2351 X'. X_. - - X.	 -. 20.	 '. OK X, X 0. Open -
Failed To - 4-. -77 OK -But
2353 X X. _.. _. X 1 Open. Checked X 25 Lesks
OK
..2354 X	 - % - - X 10 OK X X l0 (Sluggish)
OpensNormaY 4- -77
. 2356 X X - X 5 Slow To Checked X 25 OK
Close OK
Failed To 4-6-77
2361 X X - - X 11 Open After Checked
11	 Iles OK
*^,
,^ L
^'
H	
.
Fi ure 3.7.3-4 Solenoid"Dum Valve Anomall Summar9	 p	 Y	 Y	 ^^
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'!ACNE. CONTROL 1!tDAC NASA	 p•eFC. ONTFOL' ..NASA
	 - !^PF:.' NAB	 lLFC
SERIA7 CONCEPTS oNCEP15
N0. 10 10:6 11 3 - 11 0, 1976 1STTEBT	 ^3-5- 7 IIISASSENBLID 2T<T'. TAT !<- 10-7^ R5S7CRK'..0 RETEST RETEST
AND. FAILIDOPERATIONAL OPERATIONAL CRECK OPERATIONAL CHECK OFER.4TIONAL CHECK OPFP.ATIOIl4li CHEr3 OPERATIONAL CHECK
. I3tESSllRE
ELECT PRESSURE CYCLES PRESSURE CYCLES REMARKS PRfrSUR CYCLES REMARKS PRESSURE CYCLES REMARFW PAE5S!RiE CYCLE RE?WRKSCHECK CLFANID VALVES
.2366 $ X - - X 10 OK X X 10 Failed To - 5-19-77Open 3eplaced
Parts
Stuck Fu11Y . 4-0-77
.2368 X X -. X ^... Open Checked
Failed To #-6-77
2375 X X - - X 0 Open Parts _X 25 OK
Snst.
,- Failed To
2376 ' X X - - X 10 OK X X 0 Open
Slow To Clos
2385 X X - X 5 opens 4-6-77
Failed To 5-19-77 _
2391 X X- X l -	 X 10 OK X X. 0 Open .Replaced
Parts
oK -But 5-19-77 _
2396 -	 X X
_
- X 10 OK -	 X X. 10 Can't Shut Replaced.
Of: Parts
oK - sut - -77
2397 X X - - X 10 Ih•ip Leaas Checrced
OK
Opens OK - 4-.-77
2403 X X X 1 X 10 Slow To - Changed X 25 OK
Close- Leerc Stri	 ed
Bo
Failed To 5-	 -.
2404 X X -- X 10. OK X X 0 Open Replaced
Tarts
OK 1st Cycle - -
2409 -X %
-
- X I0 I:eaked Ai'ter Leaked X 25 OK
.2nd	 cle
ox -But 5-	 -
2410 X X - - X to bx X x 10 $low To Replaced
Close. Parts
.Slow To Open 4-6-77
2413 K X - - 'X 10 Alose Checrced
ormal OK
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VALVE
'SERIAL
CONTROL
CONCEPTS
MDAC NASA - NSEC ONTROL
ONCEPIS..
NASA - N.Sfl' NASA - DEFC
NO._ 10/1%6. 113 - 11^9^ 1%6 .1ST TEST 3-5-77. DISASSEN9LID
AID.
CLF/1NID
2N0 TFCT 4.10-77 REWORKED
FAILID.
VALVES
.RETEST RETEST
OPERATIONAL
PRESSURE
CHECK
OPII2ATIONAL CHECK. OPERATIONALCNECK OPERATIONAL CHECK OPERATIONAL CHECK OPERATIONAL CHEX:K
ELECT ERESSURE. CYCT;ES FAESSURE CYCLES RETIARKS pR 65UP CYCLES REMARKS PRESSURE CYCLES RElN1RK5 PAIDFURE CYCLES RE?NPi(E
2414 X X - - X 5	 -
Slow To Close
Opens Normal
- 4-6-77.
Changed X 25 OK
Body
2415 X X-
-.
X 20 OK X X 0
Failed To
Open
5-1¢77
Replaced
Parts
2419 X X -
-
X - 10	 -.
Leaks Badly,.
No Test'
5-19-77
Replaced.
Parts
2420 X X - - x x. 5
OK, But
Leaks
2342 X X - - X to OK x X.. .100 oK 5-19-77Replaced
Parts
[`
Figure 3.7.3-4	 Solenoid Dump Valve Anomall,y.Summary (Continued)"
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Anomally	 Remedy
^^
5.	 Messages say "continue" instead of	 Put in timing delay of two ticks
"begin".	 in order to allow time to deposit ^::
^ first message of sequence in
},.
^
^ common message .program.
3.7.4	 System Test Readiness Status
The Load Contro	 System (LCS) is presently installed in Quilding 4619 at the
^' Marshall Space 'Flight Center. 	 Qualification tPSting with a closed loop ^
r	
^'^ hydraulic system per NASA Procedure SST-G -FAP-006, dated. February 3, 1977,
^* has been comp eted.	 The LCS performed satisfactorily throughout this
.^^
operational checkout of all loading channels.
k ^
All hardware has been delivered and a1T changes to LCS .documentation have J^
'^^* x been made and revised drawings and manuals fiave been transmitted to MSFC. ^
^^ MDAC has completed all of the contractual requirements of contract PdAS8-31669;a;
`	 ^ar and. the. system is in a test readiness status.
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